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From Here to There: A Tour of Trails and Their History
Ryan J. Harvey
“The age of exploration in the nineteenth century has receded into the past, as has the
age of trail building in the twentieth. The age of stewardship has dawned …” *
As a child I found myself navigating my
family’s land cutting trails, building bridges, and creating a network of footpaths
that went from one place of interest to
another. Little did I suspect that I would
spend a greater part of my life patrolling,
building, and rehabilitating trails on public
lands throughout the Northeast, notably in
the Adirondack and the White Mountains.

Mohegan and Mohawk Native Americans.
Their route became one of the first formally recognized scenic highways in the
country, as well as, continuing to serve as
a daily travel route for residents and a
trade route of goods and services. Many
other such trails exist today throughout
New England, some still carrying their
original name.

Even though I lay out more skid trails than
pedestrian trails these days, trails remain
a passion of mine. I take great interest in
trail history, use, construction, and new
ways of integrating trails into contemporary times. To the uninitiated the study of
trails may seem uninteresting or without
depth. But as one looks back into history
it is clear that trails played and continue to
play a significant role. Trails evolved from
seasonal nomadic routes, to trade routes,
to paths of exploration, and to their recreational uses of today. In fact many of our
road and state highways started as precolonial and colonial trails.

From this beginning let’s consider the
development and use of footpaths
through the 19th century’s age of exploration. Exploration left a different kind of
trail in its wake. These routes used the
natural “breaks” or “weaknesses” in the
landscape to reach the heights of peaks
or explore unknown valleys and territories. These routes, which eventually became established trails, typically deadended and used direct and economical
means of achieving their destinations.
Many of these trails still exist, with modern hikers experiencing their uncompromising push to the summits. Others leading to obscure places have fallen out of
use. Only traces may still be found by the
skilled trail historian. I have recently ventured into such territory, finding with zeal
the remnants of old footpaths and log
corduroy trails within the encroaching
boreal forest of thick sphagnum, spruce,
and fir. I have extensive experience
working on these remnant trails, which
typically go straight up the ‘fall line’ and
which have succumbed to substantial
erosion. There are plenty of fine examples of these historic trails in the White
Mountains.

Trail work, photo by Ryan Harvey

I grew up near such an example of this
evolution, the scenic Mohawk Trail in the
Berkshires of western Massachusetts.
The “trail” traverses the highlands of western Massachusetts connecting the Hudson River and the Connecticut River valleys. On our family’s land there was once
a tavern where travelers would stop before ascending one of the steeper climbs
with horses, by carriage, or on foot. This
trail originated from the trade routes of the

This age of exploration transitioned into
the outdoor recreation boom of recent
history. With trails now walked for pleasure, the age of trail building and construction began in earnest. As trails and their
users proliferated, maintenance became
necessary and conventional trail construction techniques became established.
These include elevated earthen tread
ways retained by either log or rock called
turnpikes, the ancestor of our modern
turnpikes.
(Continued on page 2)

Crawford and Edmands Paths
The Crawford and Edmands Paths are great
examples of historic trails here in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire. The Crawford Path is the oldest continually maintained trail in America. It was built by Abel
and Ethan Crawford in 1819. It traverses the
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southern Presidential Range and terminates
on the summit of Mt. Washington. It is 8.5
miles from the Highland Center at Crawford
Notch to the summit. The Crawford Path
hosts a portion of the famous Appalachian
Trail that runs from Georgia to Mt. Katahdin
in Maine. The Path was originally utilized on
horseback by the guests of the Crawford Inn
(the current site of the Highland Center).
Nowadays the Crawford Path is exclusively
used by hikers, some of whom are throughhikers on the AT.
J. Rayner Edmands was a pioneer trail builder. He built meticulously graded hiking
trails throughout the Presidential Range. His
objective was to ease the effort needed to
scale these peaks. His work has persevered;
the best example being his namesake, the
Edmands Path, built in 1909. The Edmands
Path features rock cribbing and some of the
best grading of any trail in the Presidentials.
The Path is nearly 3 miles long from Mt.
Clinton Road which intersects with Route
302 near the Highland Center to its intersection with Crawford Path. *
*Smith, Steven and Dickerman, Mike, White Mountain
Guide, Appalachian Mountain Club, 29th edition, 2012.

Quincy Bog Notes
President’s Perspective
Janice Mulherin
Bill Taffe has been awarded the title of Director Emeritus. It is
with great pleasure that I make this announcement. Bill joins
Allen Keith, Warren King, Faith Mattison and Al Ports in this honor. The designation of Director Emeritus is not bestowed lightly.
Bill has made significant contributions to the Bog. He re-established
the Bog Notes newsletter and created the first Quincy Bog website in
the 1990's.
As President from
2001 - 2005, Bill initiated the present committee-centered organizational structure and oversaw the
creation of the Pemi-Baker Land
Trust as the organization's land
protection branch. Bill produced
the first Birds of Quincy Bog
Checklist and the first inventory of
Dragonflies and Damselflies. As
chair of the Land Transactions
Congratulations, Bill Taffe!
Committee, he wrote the PBLT's
policies and checklists and led the acquisition of the Bloomfield
and Winsor Conservation Easements. When you see Bill, please
shake his hand, congratulate him and thank him for all he has
done for the Bog.
If you have been fortunate enough to spend some time at the
Bog, I hope you have noticed the repaired sections of the boardwalk. Maybe you even saw our many students working to complete their Junior Naturalist booklets. I hope you had the opportunity to join us for our evening programs and workshops and
while at the Nature Center noticed the beautiful new pine floor.
Next year's programs are expected to be just as enjoyable. For
our friends "from away," please visit us in spirit on our revised
website and active Facebook page to see the wonders captured
in Sue Buttrick's and others' beautiful photographs and videos.

They are amazing!
As the year comes to an end, we are conducting our annual
monitoring visits to the properties we hold in conservation easements. We are collaborating with other conservation groups to
put together a package of potential properties in Pemi-Baker
Valley worthy of protection. The possibilities are exciting.
As you can see, it has been a busy and productive year at the
Bog. None of this would be possible without the dedication of
our Board of Directors and the support of our friends like you.
Thank you — and see you at the Bog!
Janice Mulherin is completing her second year as President of Quincy Bog Natural
Area.

Become a Friend of Quincy Bog
This is the time of year when readers are asked to become a
Friend of Quincy Bog. We have enclosed a remittance envelope
in this issue of Bog Notes for this purpose. The support of our
Friends funds the twice-yearly Bog Notes, the summer programs,
trail maintenance, printing of our interpretative literature, the Junior Naturalist Program, expenses incurred with the Pemi-Baker
Land Trust, plus the routine expenses associated with maintaining the Nature Center. Quincy Bog Natural Area has no paid
administrators - your entire contribution is used to support the
Bog's projects, programs and upkeep. We appreciate and need
your support. Please take a moment to insert a check into the
envelope and drop it in the mail. Thank you.

(Continued from page 1, Harvey)

In the modern age trails serve a variety of purposes for landowners, nature preserves, and public lands, leading to varying objectives
and trail management. One may ask the questions: Who will use this trail? What are their objectives? How accessible should the trail
be? With lessons from the past and examples of modern sustainable trail design and maintenance, these questions are now addressed
through a comprehensive approach to trails and those who will be using them.
Often while I was working on a trail, hikers would stop and chat or ask questions. We would get into discussion about the engineering and the psychology of trail design and construction. The goal is to create a
hardened, durable trail surface and to subtly influence the hiker to actually use the structure without much
notice or question: being an invisible hand guiding their way through the wilds. At lunch breaks I would
often sit and watch hikers pass through recent work, watching their passage to see what worked and what
didn’t, studying their habits and tendencies. Switchbacks would be designed so that one couldn’t see the
other end and thereby deter shortcutting; we would lay out better graded trails to reduce future erosion and
install erosion control structures such as water bars; and we would deliberately avoid sensitive areas with
the expectation of increased use.
In conclusion trails continue to evolve, just as they did from the time of nomadic, primitive paths to today’s
modern, engineered trails. Even though most people no longer experience the spontaneity of creating
their own new trails for exploration, established trails enable all of us to enjoy and experience the wilderness that they take us through, even within our own humble wilds of Quincy Bog.

A trail sign at Quincy Bog,
photo by Widge Kent

* Quote from the Preface of this reference:
Waterman, Laura and Guy. Forest and Crag: a History of Hiking, Trail Blazing, and Adventure In the Northeast Mountains. Boston, Mass.: Appalachian
Mountain Club, 1989.
Ryan Harvey is a forester, land manager, and trails consultant. He resides with his partner, Bethann Weick, and their dog, Mica, in Dorchester, New Hampshire, where they
homestead 28 acres along the South Branch of the Baker River. Ryan is a member of the Board of Directors for Quincy Bog Natural Area.
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Junior Naturalist Corner
Marguerite Crowell

Bat detective, in the winter? Yes!
There is an online citizen science project called Bat Detective. Volunteers
from around the world help scientists
to identify bat calls in previously made
recordings. Currently the focus is on
recordings made in Europe but the
project will be expanding to other locations across the globe.
Cool Fact—Each region of the world has
diﬀerent bats. South America is a “bat
hotspot” with over 200 species in the
northern region of the con nent.
I’m curious, tell me more! Volunteers listen to recordings online and
distinguish between bat and insect
calls. Researchers will then access
the data from the volunteers. In this
way the more online volunteers who
become bat detectives, the more useful information can be captured from
the huge number of recordings.

Quincy Bog and eBird
Al Ports
Want to have some fun? Want to contribute to science? Want to learn more about
what Quincy Bog Natural Area has to offer
in the way of bird life? Then find your way
on the internet to ebird.org, the brainchild
of the Cornell Lab of Ornithology in upstate New York. Its banner is most fitting:
Exploring and Conserving Nature. The
nice part about the website is that anyone
can contribute bird
sightings from anywhere and the Lab will
take that information,
record it and combine
it with other sightings
to learn what avian
trends might be occurring around the
world. Anyone can explore eBird and
learn what bird species have been seen
recently just about anywhere. To submit
your bird observations one does have to
be a registered user, which is free! eBird
will keep track of your sightings and provide you with lists of what you’ve seen,
and when and where you saw it. But
since this article is in the Bog Notes, let’s
limit this to Quincy Bog.
Quincy Bog is considered an eBird
“Hotspot,” so when I log on and go to
“Explore Data” I’m asked for the hotspot I

Become a Bat Detective!

Image source: www.batdetective.org
Marguerite Crowell is a member of the QBNA Board of
Directors. She has authored the Junior Naturalist Corner for the last two years.

Cool Fact—You can visit the Bat Detec ve website, www.batdetec ve.org, learn bat calls
through their tutorial, and then listen to recordings to decipher bat sounds from other night
noises.
What will researchers learn? Researchers will gain a better understanding of how
bat populations are being affected by climate change.

Cool Fact—Bats are good indicators of the
health of the environment. Valuable bat
habitat has been lost and some species are
threatened with ex nc on. In North
America, bats are vulnerable to White
Nose Syndrome caused by a fungus that
lives on their skin.
Why does this project matter? The
data from the recordings can help scientists better understand and protect
more than 1,000 bat species. Bats
help to control insects and fill other
important roles in ecosystems around
the world.
Cool Fact—Since 2012, more than 4,000
volunteers with Bat Detec ve have listened to 94,000 audio snapshots (a small
percentage of what has been collected)
and iden fied more than 11,000 bat
calls. You could help with this important
research.

want to visit. In this instance I enter
“Quincy Bog, Rumney” and up comes a
whole history of birding at Quincy Bog. It
can be intimidating at first, but there is the
list of birds seen over the years with dates
and who saw them. You can find when a
particular species was first and last seen,
and bar charts showing seasonal expectations at the Bog for any species. Click on
“Show All Details” and even more information about the sighting will appear such
as, male or female, immature, juvenile or
adult, and much more.

taxonomic order (your choice).
And
here’s where you add the birds you saw
on that day or that trip. As you look
around that portion of the eBird site, you
probably will be able to provide more information than you expected.
And it’s your
information
combined
with the data provided by
others that give a more
definitive
picture
of
Quincy Bog’s avian community.

Once you’ve visited Quincy Bog and have
written down all the species you observed, and maybe some details such as
date and time and who you were with, you
are ready to
“Submit Observations,”
yours! For this feature of the eBird you
must be a registered user, but again, it’s
free! So click “Submit Observations” and
then provide the type of observation such
as Traveling (walking around the Bog),
Stationary (sitting at one of the benches),
Historical (from notes before eBird existed), or Incidental (e.g. I was mowing the
grass and saw or heard a flock of Canada
geese come in). If it’s a “Traveling” trip,
then add the time, how long you were out,
and approximate distance you might have
traveled. Click “Continue” and up comes
a list of bird species routinely expected to
be seen at Quincy Bog, in alphabetical or

Our back yard is probably 10 yards from
the boundary of the Quincy Bog Natural
Area so I consider the birds in the yard as
seen at the Bog. This fall, the Incidental
observations I submitted to eBird included: 1 American robin, 1 male and 1 female northern cardinal, 1 male and 1 juvenile chipping sparrow, 1 adult and 1 juvenile eastern phoebe, and 1 male and 1
female American goldfinch.
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So how about getting onto eBird, go exploring, and begin adding your bird observations. Everybody benefits: you, Cornell
Lab of Ornithology, Quincy Bog Natural
Area, and of course, the birds!
Al Ports is an Emeritus member of the Board of Directors at Quincy Bog Natural Area and former editor
of Bog Notes. He serves as the roving birding reporter for the Notes.

Quincy Bog Notes
Volunteer Program

Save These Spring Dates

Pat Barker

Put these early walks and a workshop on your calendar today!

During the summer months, Quincy Bog is served by a cadre of
volunteers who open the Nature Center and act as hosts. These
“Bog Hosts” welcome visitors, answer questions, facilitate the
Junior Naturalist Program and provide information about the Bog
and its trail. The hosts generally serve one half day per week.
The Quincy Bog Host Volunteers met on September 15th for a season-end Wrap-up Get
Together.
The hosts who were present
shared their experiences this past summer
and plans were discussed for 2016.
Several newer host volunteers requested a
walk around the Bog be held before the season starts so that they could learn the appropriate answers to some frequently asked questions. Another
suggestion was having the Nature Center open some days in
June, September, and October, three of the loveliest months.
This year several summer Volunteers stayed on in September,
and they reported that weekends were especially busy.

 Saturday, May 7, 2016
Natalie Cleavitt will lead an Early Spring Wildflower Walk from
9:00 am to 11:30 am. Meet at the Nature Center.

 Sunday, May 15, 2016
Iain MacLeod will lead his annual Spring Bird Walk from 7:00 am
to 9:30 am. Meet at the Nature Center.

 Sunday, June 5, 2016 (tentative)
Rick Van de Poll will present Edible & Medicinal Plants & Fungi
Workshop. The workshop will start at 9:00 am and end at 1:00
pm. Pre-registration will be required.
Check our website for more details later this winter. In the meantime, visit us on Facebook and catch some of the best photography and videos anywhere. www.quincybog.org

Perhaps there are several Friends of Quincy Bog, who are busy
in the summer, but would be available to volunteer several half
days in the spring or autumn? Please let us know!
Pat Barker coordinates the Host Volunteers. If you are interested in becoming a
Bog Host, you can reach her at 536-2401.

Mallard with her ducklings at Quincy Bog, photo by Sue Buttrick
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